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A ENGLISH

Explore fables, legends, myths, poems, and 
plays as supplements to fiction and nonfiction 
reading

Progress as an independent reader and work 
up to an appropriate comprehension level

Read in groups, alternating paragraphs out 
loud, to build fluency and vocabulary

Read chapter books that can be either applied 
to school or just for fun

Use a dictionary to check the accuracy of the 
spelling, definition, and pronunciation of a 
word

Look up information in a book by using a table 
of contents, glossary, or index

Learn to write in cursive (longhand)

Write in paragraph form, using transitions

1 : BEGINNING 
2 : DEVELOPING 
3 : ACCOMPLISHED 
4 : EXEMPLARY 
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Use correct spelling, punctuation, and 
grammar (e.g., verb tenses must agree in 
sentences)

Use reference books, such as the thesaurus, to 
make more interesting word choices

Master the writing process: pre-write, outline, 
draft, revise, edit, and polish

Use outlines to write a story or book report 
that has a beginning, middle, and end

Write in a variety of styles, including 
informative, creative, and persuasive writing

Keep a journal to practice personal writing and 
handwriting skills

Understand written instructions and follow 
them independently

Listen actively to a speaker in the classroom, 
whether that is the teacher or a fellow student

Answer questions in complete sentences (for 
example, "I like to play on the monkey bars 
more than playing kickball because I like to 
climb," as opposed to "Because I like to 
climb," or simply "Because.")

Use thinking maps to organize their ideas.
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Understand parts of speech: noun, verb and 
adjective

Understand prefixes, suffixes and 
homophones.

B MATH & LOGIC

Add four-digit numbers

Subtract with regrouping

Know time to minute and elapsed time in 
minutes

Measure with both Customary and Metric 
systems – length, weight, volume and 
temperature

Identify written and spoken numbers up to 
100,000

Explain in words how a math problem was 
solved

Use measuring tools to calculate volume, 
area, length, and height
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Analyze and graph data (e.g., collecting 
and charting the birthdays of all the boys 
and girls in class to determine how many 
boys were born in April)

Work with simple fractions and decimals

Round to the nearest whole number

Predict patterns in shapes and numbers

Tell time to the nearest minute

Relate number problems to everyday 
situations (e.g., using a budget to plan a 
party)

Round and compare numbers.

Use number lines.

Recognize and write patterns

C SCIENCE

Learn about animal classifications

Learn about human body (the skeletal, 
muscular and nervous systems)
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Using the five senses to gather 
information

Using tools to extend the senses

Identify rocks and minerals

Name the planets in the solar system and 
explore the galaxies, moons, stars, and 
meteors of outer space

Track water cycles and study how they 
relate to the formation of clouds

Conduct experiments that test a 
hypothesis

Introduces kids to experiments and using 
the scientific method with a hypothesis 
and observations

Learning to ask questions that can be 
answered through investigation

Planning and carrying out investigations

D ART & CULTURAL

Identify simple visual qualities in what they 
see around them
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Ask questions about what they see

Draw from their imagination and 
observation

Play with a variety of materials and tools to 
make art 

Share their imagination, thoughts and 
feelings through art making

Show interest in looking at a variety of 
artworks 

Talk about what they see, feel and 
experience using art vocabulary

Care for the use of tools and materials

Observe personal hygiene by ensuring 
that art materials, tools or hands are kept 
out of the mouth and hands are washed 
thoroughly after completing an art activity

Ensure cleanliness of personal workspace

Identify safe and non-toxic art materials 
and tools

Demonstrate safe use of art materials, 
tools and equipment

Move safely in the art studio
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Learn at least 3 art movements

Learn at least 3 famous artists

E SOCIAL STUDIES

Know how to read world maps; be able to 
find locations on the globe

Compare different parts of the country 
states

Study topics relating to national history

Learns about global and historical 
communities

Learns about the connection between a 
culture and its environment

Learns about basic financial needs, such as 
how different communities support and 
sustain themselves

Learns about how different communities 
govern themselves and their leaders

Compares both the similarities and 
differences between different cultures with 
an emphasis on accepting and 
understanding why these differences exist
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Uses graphic organizers and charts to 
make comparisons between cultures and 
communities

Uses different media such as literature, art, 
writing, film, and museum visits to deepen 
her understanding of concepts and 
portray what she has learned.

Discusses national holidays and important 
days and events as they approach

F PERSONAL AND LIFE SKILLS

Prepare a menu

Write a grocery list

Make simple meals for the family

Fold laundry

Distribute clean laundry

Put own clothes away – maintain and 
organize clothing drawers in bedroom

Take responsibility for acquiring needed 
supplies and equipment for school or 
sports.
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NOTES:

Trim nails and clean ears

Use an agenda or planner

Complete timed assignments

Exercise regularly

Learn from mistakes

Think of pros and cons of different options

Identify consequences for actions

Clean bathroom

Readily shares wants with adults

Able to take others’ perspective

Show empathy and concern for other 
people’s feelings
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